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In this paper we demonstrate that Boltzmann’sH-theorem does not necessarily hold in the context
of theories of gravity with nonminimally coupled matter fields. We find sufficient conditions for the
violation of Boltzmann’s H-theorem and derive an expression for the evolution of Boltzmann’s H in
terms of the nonminimal coupling function, valid in the case of a collisionless gas in a homogeneous
and isotropic Friedmann-Lemaˆıtre-Robertson-Walker universe. We highlight the implications of
this result for the evolution of the entropy of the matter fields, briefly discussing the role played by
collisions between particles whenever they are relevant. We also suggest a possible link between the
high entropy of the Universe and the weakness of gravity in the context of these theories.
I. INTRODUCTION
General relativity has been extremely successful in de-
scribing the gravitational interaction from cosmological
scales down to the sub-millimetre scale [1]. However,
this success comes at the price of having to postulate
an exotic dark energy component (dubbed dark energy),
violating the weak energy condition, in order to explain
the observed acceleration of the Universe [2–4]. A similar
component, albeit with a much larger energy density, is
also required for primordial inflation to occur, providing
a solution to some of the most fundamental problems of
the standard cosmological model (see, for example, [5]
and references therein).
The search for extensions of general relativity which
can more naturally explain the early and late dynamics
of the Universe is an extremely active area of research.
Broad classes of modified theories of gravity incorporate
the possibility of a nonminimal coupling (NMC) between
geometry and matter [6–14]. In these theories the energy-
momentum tensor is not usually covariantly conserved,
which results in the non-geodesic motion of point parti-
cles (the same applies to solitonic particles with fixed rest
mass and structure, independently of the details of their
composition [15, 16]). The resulting forces are dependent
on the individual linear momentum of the particles, and
provide an extra contribution to their linear momentum
evolution. This contribution is not only responsible for
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the tight cosmic microwave background and primordial
nucleosynthesis constraints on the strength of the NMC
coupling between the gravitational and matter fields [17],
but can also have profound implications for the evolu-
tion of the Universe, particularly at early times, which
we shall explore in the present paper.
In the late nineteenth century Boltzmann developed,
almost single-handedly, the foundations of modern statis-
tical mechanics. One of his major contributions, Boltz-
mann’s H-theorem, implies that, under rather general
conditions, the entropy of a closed system is a non-
decreasing function of time [18]. In a recent work
[19] it has been claimed that Boltzmann’s H-theorem
is preserved in the context of NMC theories of grav-
ity. In this paper we shall demonstrate that this is
not necessarily the case by determining the evolution of
the phase-space particle distribution function under the
momentum-dependent forces associated to the NMC to
gravity. We shall also investigate the impact of a NMC
between the gravitational and matter fields on the evo-
lution of the entropy and energy densities of the early
Universe, suggesting a possible link between the high en-
tropy of the Universe and the weakness of gravity.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II
we briefly describe the simplest possible theory allowing
for a NMC coupling between the gravitational and the
matter fields. In Sec. III we compute the momentum-
dependent forces on point-particles associated with the
NMC to gravity. In Sec. IV we consider the phase space
continuity equation in the context of NMC gravity in
the absence of particle collisions and study its implica-
tions for the evolution of Boltzmann’s H in a homo-
geneous and isotropic Friedmann-Lemaˆıtre-Robertson-
2Walker (FLRW) background. We also provide sufficient
conditions for the violation of Boltzmann’s H-theorem.
In Sec. V we consider the evolution of the entropy of
the universe in NMC gravity, exploiting the relationship
between Boltzmann’s H-theorem and the second law of
thermodynamics, briefly discussing the impact of parti-
cle collisions. The connection between the evolution of
the entropy of the Universe and the strength of gravity is
also explored in Sec. V. Finally, we conclude in section
VI.
Throughout this paper we use units such that 16πG =
c = kB = h = 1, where G is Newton’s gravitational
constant, c is the value of the speed of light in vacuum, kB
is the Boltzmann constant and h is the Planck constant.
We also adopt the metric signature (−,+,+,+). The
Einstein summation convention will be used whenever a
Greek or a Latin index variable appears twice in a single
term, once in an upper (superscript) position and once
in a lower (subscript) position. Greek and Latin indices
take the values 0, · · · , 3 and 1, ..., 3, respectively.
II. NONMINIMALLY COUPLED GRAVITY
Consider a theory with a NMC between gravity and
matter described by the action
S =
∫
d4x
√−g [R+ F(R)Lm] , (1)
where g is the determinant of the metric, Lm is the La-
grangian of the matter fields, and F > 0 is a function
of the Ricci scalar R. Note that general relativity is
recovered if F(R) = 1. Also, the generalization from
L = R + F(R)Lm to L = F1(R) + F2(R)Lm is straight-
forward — the former is considered in the present paper
for simplicity (this choice does not affect our main re-
sults). Assuming a Levi-Civita connection, the equations
of motion for the gravitational field are given by
(1 + F ′Lm)Gµν = 1
2
F T µν +∆µν(F ′Lm)
− 1
2
RF ′Lmgµν , (2)
where gµν are the components of the metric, G
µν =
Rµν − 12gµνR and Rµν are, respectively, the components
of the Einstein and Ricci tensors, ∆µν ≡ ∇µ∇ν − gµν,
 ≡ ∇µ∇µ, ∇µ is the covariant derivative with respect
to the space-time coordinates xµ and a prime represents
a derivative with respect to R. The energy-momentum
tensor of the matter fields may be computed as
T µν =
2√−g
δ(
√−gLm)
δgµν
. (3)
Taking the covariant derivative of Eq. (2) and using
the Bianchi identities one obtains
∇νT µν = F
′
F (g
µνLm − T µν)∇νR . (4)
Equation (4) implies that the energy-momentum tensor
is, in general, not covariantly conserved. In the following
section we shall discuss the implications of this result for
point particles.
III. 4-FORCE ON POINT PARTICLES
In this section we shall compute the 4-force on a point
particle associated to the NMC to gravity. Consider the
action
S = −
∫
dτ m (5)
of a single point particle with energy-momentum tensor
T µν =
m√−g
∫
dτ uµuνδ4(xσ − ξσ(τ)), (6)
where δ4(xσ−ξσ(τ)) denotes the four–dimensional Dirac
delta function, ξσ(τ) represents the particle wordline, τ is
the proper time, uµ are the components of the particle 4-
velocity (uµuµ = −1), and m is the proper particle mass.
If one considers its trace T = T µνgµν and integrates over
the whole of space-time, one obtains
∫
d4x
√−g T = −
∫
d4x dτ m δ4 (xσ − ξσ(τ))
= −
∫
dτ m . (7)
This can immediately be identified as the action for a
single massive particle and, therefore, it implies that
Lm = T = − m√−g
∫
dτ δ4(xσ − ξσ(τ)) (8)
is the particle Lagrangian. Note that the particle La-
grangian given in Eq. (8) may be obtained from the ac-
tion for a solitonic particle, with fixed rest mass and
structure, and negligible self-induced gravitational field,
independently of its constitution [16] (see also [20, 21]).
The covariant derivative of the energy-momentum tensor
may be written as
∇νT µν = m√−g
∫
dτ (∇νuµ) uνδ4(xσ − ξσ(τ)) . (9)
Hence, Eq. (4) becomes
0 =
m√−g
∫
dτδ4(xσ − ξσ(τ))
×
(
duµ
dτ
+ Γµαβu
αuβ +
F ′
F h
µν∇νR
)
, (10)
where hµν = gµν + uµuν is the projection operator. The
equation of motion of a point particle is then given by
aµ =
duµ
dτ
+ Γµαβu
αuβ = −F
′
F h
µν∇νR , (11)
3where
fν = maµ = −mF
′
F h
µν∇νR (12)
is the momentum-dependent 4-force on a particle associ-
ated to the NMC to gravity and aµ is the corresponding
4-acceleration (see [22] for an analogous calculation in the
context of growing neutrino models where the neutrino
mass is non-minimally coupled to a dark energy scalar
field).
A. A note on the 4-acceleration of a fluid element
If the particles are part of a fluid, then the 4-
acceleration of the individual particles does not, in gen-
eral, coincide with the 4-acceleration of the fluid element
to which they belong. This may be shown explicitly by
considering a perfect fluid with energy-momentum tensor
T µν = (ρ+ p)UµUν + pgµν , (13)
where ρ and p are respectively the proper energy density
and pressure of the perfect fluid and Uµ are the compo-
nents of its 4-velocity. The 4-acceleration equation of a
perfect fluid element is given by [9, 11]
a
µ
[fluid] =
dUµ
dτ
+ ΓµαβU
αUβ
=
1
ρ+ p
[F ′
F (Lm[fluid] − p)∇νR−∇νp
]
hµν[fluid] ,(14)
where Lm[fluid] is the Lagragian of the perfect fluid and
hµν[fluid] = g
µν + UµUν is the corresponding projection
operator. Hence, not only the 4-velocity of the fluid U is
in general very different from the velocity 4-velocity u of
the individual particles at any point on the fluid, but the
same is also true in the case of the 4-acceleration (this
point has been overlooked in [19]).
Moreover, Eq. (14) shows that the 4-acceleration of a
perfect fluid element has an explicit dependence on its on-
shell Lagrangian. The appropriate on-shell Lagrangian
in the case of an ideal gas is Lm[ideal gas] = T = −ρ+ 3p
[15, 16] — see [23] for a detailed discussion of the ap-
propriateness of the use of different Lagrangians to de-
scribe various components of the cosmic energy budget,
including a discussion of the reasons why the on-shell
Lagrangians Lm[fluid] = p and Lm[fluid] = −ρ of Brown’s
work on the action functionals for relativistic perfect flu-
ids [24] (see also Schutz [25]) should not in general be
used in the case of an ideal gas with a NMC to gravity,
the exception being Lm[dust] = −ρ. In fact, in the case of
dust (p = 0) the 4-velocity is the same for all the parti-
cles, thus implying that the 4-acceleration of the fluid is
equal to the 4-acceleration the particles. Hence, by con-
sidering the 4-acceleration of dust one may again recover
the result given in Eq. (11) for the 4-acceleration of the
individual particles:
aµ = aµ[dust] =
Lm[dust]
ρ
F ′
F
hµν[dust]∇νR
= −F
′
F
hµν∇νR . (15)
In the case of a photon gas (with p = ρ/3), the ap-
propriate on-shell Lagrangian in Eq. (14) would be iden-
tically equal to zero (Lm[photon gas] = T = −ρ + 3p =
0). This is not surprising since the electromagnetic La-
grangian,
LEM = −1
4
FµνFµν , (16)
vanishes on-shell for electromagnetic waves in vacuum.
IV. BOLTZMANN’S H-THEOREM
The standard collisionless Boltzmann’s equation, given
in Minkowski space by
df
dt
=
∂f
∂t
+
d~r
dt
· ∇~rf + ~F · ∇~pf = 0 , (17)
expresses the constancy in time of a six-dimensional
phase space volume element V6 containing a fixed set
of particles in the absence of particle collisions. Here, t
is the physical time, the six-dimensional phase space is
composed of the six positions and momentum coordinates
(~r, ~p) of the particles, ~F = d~p/dt is the 3-force on the par-
ticles (assumed to be independent of ~p), and f(t, ~r, ~p)V6
is the number of particles in the six-dimensional infinites-
imal phase space volume element V6 = d3r d3p. However,
in the presence of a NMC to gravity ~F can depend on
~p and, therefore, V6 is in general no longer conserved.
In this case, phase-space continuity, expressing particle
number conservation in six-dimensional phase space in
the absence of collisions,
∂f
∂t
+∇~r ·
(
f
d~r
dt
)
+∇~p ·
(
f ~F
)
= 0 , (18)
should be used rather than Eq. (17). Here, ~r and ~p are in-
dependent variables, thus implying ∇~r · ~p = 0. Note that
no assumption has been made regarding the relativistic
or non-relativistic nature of the particles (Eq. (18) ap-
plies in both regimes).
In a flat homogeneous and isotropic universe, described
by the FLRW metric, the line element is given by
ds2 = −dt2 + d~r · d~r = −dt2 + a2(t)d~q · d~q , (19)
where a(t) is the scale factor and ~q are comoving cartesian
coordinates. In this case, the Ricci scalar is a function
of cosmic time alone [R = R(t)] and the i0 components
of the projection operator may be written as hi0 = γ2vi,
where γ = u0 = dt/dτ and vi = ui/γ are the components
4of the 3-velocity. Therefore, Eq. (12) implies that the
momentum-dependent 3-force on the particles is given
by
F i =
dpi
dt
=
fi
γ
− d ln a
dt
pi = −
(
d ln a
dt
+
F ′
F
dR
dt
)
pi
= −
(
d ln a
dt
+
d lnF
dt
)
pi
= −d ln (aF)
dt
pi , (20)
This in turn implies that pi ∝ (Fa)−1, so that
V6 = d3r d3p ∝ F−3 , (21)
where we have taken into account that d3r = a3d3q.
Eq. (21) explicitly shows that in the presence of a NMC
to gravity the phase space volume is, in general, no longer
incompressible.
In a homogeneous and isotropic universe
d~r
dt
=
da
dt
~q + a
d~q
dt
=
d ln a
dt
~r + ~v
=
d ln a
dt
~r +
~p
(m2 + p2)1/2
, (22)
where m is the rest mass of the particles, thus implying
that
∇~r ·
(
d~r
dt
)
= 3
d lna
dt
. (23)
Substituting Eqs. (20) and (23) into the phase space
continuity equation — note that Eq. (18) remains valid in
a FLRW background— and taking into account that in a
homogeneous universe f is independent of ~r [f = f(t, ~p)],
one obtains
0 =
∂f
∂t
+ f∇~r ·
(
d~r
dt
)
+ ~F · ∇~pf + f∇~p · ~F
=
∂f
∂t
− ∂f
∂pi
d ln (aF)
dt
pi − 3f d lnF
dt
. (24)
Note that Eq. (24) does not include colision terms and,
therefore, it only applies in the case of collisionless fluids.
For example, after neutrino decoupling non-gravitational
neutrino interactions may in general be neglected and,
consequently, Eq. (24) may be used to determine the evo-
lution of the neutrino phase space distribution function
for as long as the Universe remains approximately homo-
geneous and isotropic (the same applying to photons af-
ter recombination, although to a lesser extent). We shall
defer to the following section a discussion of the impact
of collisions in situations where they might be relevant.
Let us start by explicitly verifying the conservation of
the number of particles N inside a constant comoving
spatial volume Vq defined by
∫
d3r = a3
∫
d3q = a3Vq
(N =
∫
d3r d3p f = a3Vq
∫
fd3p)
dN
dt
= 3
d ln a
dt
N + a3Vq
∫
d3p
∂f
∂t
= 3
d ln(aF)
dt
N
+ a3Vq
∫
d3p
∂f
∂pi
d ln (aF)
dt
pi = 0 . (25)
Here, we have used Eq. (24) in order to evaluate ∂f/∂t
and performed the momentum integral by parts.
Let us now consider Boltzmann’s H defined by
H =
∫
d3r d3pf ln f = a3Vq
∫
d3pf ln f , (26)
Taking the derivative of H with respect to the physical
time and using Eq. (25) one obtains
dH
dt
= 3
d lna
dt
H + a3Vq
∫
d3p(1 + ln f)
∂f
∂t
= 3
d lna
dt
(H −N) + a3Vq
∫
d3p
∂f
∂t
ln f , (27)
where again
∫
d3r = a3
∫
d3q = a3Vq and N is the num-
ber of particles inside Vq. Using Eq. (24), the integral
which appears in the last term of Eq. (27) may be writ-
ten as
I =
∫
d3p
∂f
∂t
ln f = I1 + I2 , (28)
where
I1 = 3(a
3Vq)
−1 d lnF
dt
H (29)
I2 =
∫
d3p
(
∂f
∂pi
d ln (aF)
dt
pi
)
ln f . (30)
Integrating I2 by parts one obtains
I2 = −
∫
d3pf
∂
∂pi
[
ln f
d ln (aF)
dt
pi
]
= −3(a3Vq)−1 d ln (aF)
dt
H −
∫
d3p
∂f
∂pi
d ln (aF)
dt
pi
= 3(a3Vq)
−1 d ln (aF)
dt
(N −H) . (31)
Summing the various contributions, Eq. (27) finally be-
comes
dH
dt
= 3
d lnF
dt
N . (32)
In general relativity F is equal to unity and, therefore,
Boltzmann’s H is a constant in the absence of particle
collisions. However, Eq. (32) implies that this is no
longer true in the context of NMC theories of gravity.
In this case, the evolution of Boltzmann’s H is directly
coupled to the evolution of the universe. Boltzmann’s H
5may either increase or decrease, depending on whether
F is a growing or a decaying function of time, respec-
tively. This provides an explicitly demonstration that
Boltzmann’s H-theorem — which states that dH/dt ≤ 0
— may not hold in the context of NMC theories of grav-
ity.
A. An alternative derivation
Here we provide an alternative derivation of Eq. (32)
(one of the main results of this paper). Consider two
instants of time tA and tB, with aA = 1. According to
Eq. (20), in the absence of collisions, ~p ∝ (aF)−1. There-
fore, assuming that the number of particles is conserved,
Eq. (21) implies that
fB
fA
≡ f (tB,FA ~p/(aBFB))
f (tA, ~p )
=
V6A
V6B =
(FB
FA
)3
. (33)
Hence,
HB = a
3
BVq
∫
d3pBfB ln fB
= a3BVq
∫
d3pA(FA/(aBFB))3fB ln fB
= Vq
∫
d3pAfA ln
(
fA(FB/FA)3
)
= Vq
∫
d3pAfA ln fA + 3 ln (FB/FA)Vq
∫
d3pAfA
= HA + 3 (ln(FB)− ln(FA))N . (34)
If tA and tB are sufficiently close, one can write tB−tA =
dt, HB − HA = dH , and ln(FB) − ln(FA) = d ln(F).
Then, diving Eq. (34) by dt one obtains Eq. (32). This
alternative derivation shows, perhaps even more explic-
itly, how the growth or decay of the magnitude of the
linear momentum of the particles associated to the NMC
to gravity may contribute, respectively, to a decrease or
an increase of Boltzmann’s H .
V. ENTROPY
Consider a fluid of N distinguishable point particles
with Gibbs’ and Boltzmann’s entropies given respectively
by
SG = −
∫
PN lnPNd
3r1d
3p1 · · · d3rNd3pN (35)
SB = −N
∫
P lnPd3rd3p . (36)
where PN (~r1, ~p1, . . . , ~rN , ~pN , t) and P (~r, ~p, t) are, respec-
tively, the N-particle probability density function in 6N -
dimensional phase space and the single particle probabil-
ity density function in 6-dimensional phase space. P and
PN are related by
P (~r, ~p, t) =
∫
PNd
3r2d
3p2 · · · d3rNd3pN (37)
These two definitions of the entropy have been shown to
coincide only if
PN (~r1, ~p1, . . . , ~rN , ~pN , t) =
N∏
i=1
P (~ri, ~pi, t) , (38)
or, equivalently, if particle correlations can be neglected,
as happens for an ideal gas [18]. In this case S ≡ SG =
SB (otherwise SG < SB [18]).
Consider a fixed comoving volume Vq containing N
particles. Close to equilibrium f (~r, ~p, t) = NP (~r, ~p, t)
holds to an excellent approximation and, therefore
H = −SB +N lnN . (39)
Again, assuming that the particle number N is fixed, Eq.
(32) implies that
dSB
dt
= −dH
dt
= −3d lnF
dt
N . (40)
Hence, the entropy S in a FLRW homogeneous and
isotropic universe may decrease with cosmic time, as long
as F grows with time. This shows that the second law
of thermodynamics does not generally hold in the con-
text of modified theories of gravity with a NMC between
the gravitational and the matter fields (see also [26, 27]).
Note that the entropy can never become negative since
the number of states is always larger than or equal to
unity — in the S → 0 limit all particles would conden-
sate into a macroscopic zero-momentum state (in this
limit the constant N point particle assumption would no
longer be valid).
A. The collision term
Adding a two-particle elastic scattering term to
Eq. (18) results, under the assumption of molecular
chaos, in a non-negative contribution to the entropy in-
crease with cosmic time — this contribution vanishes for
systems in thermodynamic equilibrium. This result holds
independently of the NMC coupling to gravity, as ac-
knowledged in [19] where the standard calculation of the
impact of the collision term has been performed with-
out taking into account the momentum-dependent forces
on the particles due to the NMC to gravity. However,
as demonstrated in Secs. III and IV, these momentum-
dependent forces may be associated to a further decrease
of the magnitude of the linear momentum of the parti-
cles (if F grows with time) contributing to the growth
of Boltzmann’s H (or, equivalently, to a decrease of the
entropy). The existence of particle collisions, although
extremely relevant in most cases, does not change this
conclusion.
6If the particles are non-relativistic, and assuming
thermodynamic equilibrium, f(~p, t) follows a Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution. In a FLRW homogeneous and
isotropic universe with a NMC to gravity the non-
relativistic equilibrium distribution is maintained even
if particle collisions are switched off at some later time,
since the velocity of the individual particles would sim-
ply evolve as ~v ∝ (aF)−1 in the absence of collisions
(see Eq. (20)) — the temperature, in the case of non-
relativistic particles, would evolve as T ∝ v2 ∝ (aF)−2.
On the other hand, in the case of indistinguishable
relativistic particles with a negligible chemical potential
in thermodynamic equilibrium T ∝ a−1F−1/4, so that
the particle number density n and the entropy density s
evolve as n(T ) ∝ s(T ) ∝ T 3 ∝ a−3F−3/4. This implies
that both the number of particles N and the entropy S
in a fixed comoving volume are not conserved — they
evolve as N ∝ S ∝ na3 ∝ F−3/4 (see [17, 26] for more
details).
Unless F is a constant, the equilibrium distribution of
the photons cannot be maintained after the Universe be-
comes transparent at a redshift z ∼ 103, given that the
number of photons of the cosmic background radiation
is essentially conserved after that. Hence, a direct iden-
tification of Boltzmann’s H with the entropy should not
be made in this case. The requirement that the resulting
spectral distortions be compatible with observations has
been used to put stringent limits on the evolution of F
after recombination [16].
B. The strength of gravity
Existing cosmic microwave background and primordial
nucleosynthesis constraints restrict the NMC theory of
gravity studied in the present paper (or its most obvi-
ous generalization) to be very close to General Relativity
(F = 1) at late times [16, 17]. Prior to big bang nucle-
osynthesis the dynamics of F is much less constrained
on observational grounds, but it is reasonable to expect
that the cosmological principle and the existence of sta-
ble particles — assumed throughout this work — would
still hold (at least after primordial inflation). This re-
quires the avoidance of pathological instabilities, such as
the Dolgov-Kawasaki instability, which, in the case of the
action given in Eq. (1), implies that F ′′Lm ≥ 0 [28, 29].
Consider a scenario, free from pathological instabili-
ties, in which the function F was much larger at early
times than at late times (here, early and late refer to
times much before and after primordial nucleosynthesis,
respectively). In this scenario, the present value of New-
ton’s gravitational constant is the result of a dynamical
process associated to the decrease of F , perhaps by many
orders of magnitude, from early to late times. More im-
portantly, the high entropy of the Universe and the weak-
ness of gravity would be interrelated in this scenario.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have demonstrated that a violation
of Boltzmann’s H-theorem may occur in a homogeneous
and isotropic FLRW universe whenever the NMC cou-
pling function F is a growing function of the cosmic
time. In order to show this, we started by computing
the 4-acceleration of the point particles associated to the
NMC to gravity. We then used the phase space continu-
ity equation, expressing particle number conservation in
six-dimensional phase space in the absence of collisions,
to derive an expression for the evolution of Boltzmann’s
H as a function of F (we also provided an alternative
derivation of this relation). We have demonstrated that
Boltzmann’s H may either increase or decrease, depend-
ing on whether the NMC coupling function F is a grow-
ing or a decaying function of cosmic time, respectively.
We have considered the implications of this result for
the evolution of the entropy of the matter fields, briefly
discussing the role of collisions between the particles. Fi-
nally, we have highlighted the connection between the
entropy of the universe and the strength of gravity in
theories with a nonminimal matter-geometry coupling,
showing, in particular, that the high entropy of the Uni-
verse and the weakness of gravity at the present time
may be interrelated.
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